TOTAL CARE for Aircraft Technical Records
A fast, flexible and secure solution for managing aircraft technical records now and in the
future. Put your aircraft technical records in the hands of the experts.
Are you in control of your aircraft technical records? What is your company policy around handling of aircraft
records in a distressed situation? Would you like to reduce, and control costs associated with the management
of aircraft records during the planned or unplanned redelivery of an aircraft?
TOTAL CARE from Eirtech is a safe and secure solution for aircraft owners and managers to protect their aircraft
technical records. With TOTAL CARE we will arrange for your aircraft technical records to be shipped to one of
our global network of secure storage facilities, and scanned and uploaded to your secure file server where they
will be easily accessible to you physically and digitally at all times. The benefits of this approach include:
1) Reduce the cost of managing technical records by eliminating or significantly reducing the need for
onsite consultants.
2) Get all of your technical records into one location with easy access at all times so that you are in control.
3) Transition aircraft faster by having records accessible at all times and available digitally.
4) Control your costs by selecting a fixed price option to meet your specific requirements.
TOTAL CARE is a 5 step process to simplify the planned and unplanned transition of aircraft between operators.
1. Recovery
Records Recovery Manager visits records, completes inventory
& arranges shipping to one of Eirtech secure records facilities
5. Rebuild
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Records received into Eirtech records storage facility, all boxes
barcoded and digitally stored. Onsite Eirtech Records Project
Manager oversees receipt and safe storage of all records.
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Customer has full access at all times.
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3. Scanning and Uploading
3. Scan &
Scanning of any non-digital records is completed with all files
Upload to
uploaded to customer secure cloud file storage.
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4. Review
Cloud
Eirtech dedicated Records team can review all aircraft records
on behalf of aircraft owners to identify any gaps.
5. Rebuild
Aircraft technical records package can be rebuilt for aircraft owner or manager in preparation for delivery of
aircraft to next customer.
Pricing is flexible, transparent and scales with your requirements. Pay only for what you use.
Flexible solutions can be provided to suit specific customer requirements for an individual aircraft or a fleet of
aircraft. Project management of delivery to next operator can be provided easily. Regular reports issued to
each customer at aircraft and service level.

| Contact eassales@etas.ie to let us take TOTAL CARE of your aircraft technical records |

